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Abstract: As deep carbonate fracture-cavity paleokarst reservoirs are deeply buried and highly
heterogeneous, and the responded seismic signals have weak amplitudes and low signal-to-noise
ratios. Machine learning in seismic exploration provides a new perspective to solve the above problems,
which is rapidly developing with compelling results. Applying machine learning algorithms directly
on deep seismic signals or seismic attributes of deep carbonate fracture-cavity reservoirs without any
prior knowledge constraints will result in wasted computation and reduce the accuracy. We propose
a method of combining geological constraints and machine learning to describe deep carbonate
fracture-cavity paleokarst reservoirs. By empirical mode decomposition, the time–frequency features
of the seismic data are obtained and then a sensitive frequency is selected using geological prior
constraints, which is input to fuzzy C-means cluster for characterizing the reservoir distribution.
Application on Tahe oilfield data shows the potential of highlighting subtle geologic structures that
might otherwise escape unnoticed by applying machine learning directly.

Keywords: karst system; machine learning; Hilbert-Huang transform; waveform cluster; seismic
interpretation; paleo-channels

1. Introduction

The Ordovician carbonate paleo-water system in Tahe Oilfield is mainly formed in the Hercynian
period. The Ordovician fracture-cavity carbonate reservoir is formed by dissolution, with an extremely
heterogeneous internal structure and non-uniform lithological properties [1–4]. The karst paleo-channel
in the karst water system area is the core of the entire karst reservoir system. The caves with different
scales and forms are closely related to the ancient river channel. In general, seismic interpretation
acquires subsurface information from seismic data and reveals geologic meanings. Because of the
burial depth of the Ordovician carbonate strata, exceeding 5500 m [2–5], the seismic reflection signals
of the unconformity surface are weak and discontinuous, with a relatively low signal-noise ratio.
The weak reflection amplitude characteristics of seismic data cannot provide a better explanation for
seismic attribute analysis. Phase information can detect subtle changes in the subsurface, but it is
sensitive to noise, thereby masking certain stratigraphic features in full-bandwidth data. Therefore,
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it is difficult to characterize the sedimentary facies of carbonate reservoirs and predict their distribution
through single-factor geophysical or geological methods.

Although in-depth understanding and training of geophysics is considered a prerequisite for
developing effective interpretive workflows, recent advances in machine learning have provided
new insights into its role in this particular domain problem, such as self-organizing diagrams [6,7],
multilayer perceptron [8,9], and K-means clustering [10,11]. Machine learning models can interpret
large amounts of data and understand the relationships of various types of data at the same time,
providing repeatable and reliable results for seismic interpretation [12].

For the interpretation method based on machine learning, what is most important is to extract useful
seismic features based on the interpreter’s domain knowledge and available well logs. The sparsely
available well logs have high resolution along the depth, whereas the 3-D seismic attributes have
low resolution along the depth. Compared to the log curve, the smooth seismic attributes have
lower lithological information content. The difference of information content between the lithological
properties and the seismic attributes necessitates an information filtering scheme [13]. Therefore, using
log-based curves as geological constraints and extracting features that best match the real geological
information by signal processing tools can more accurately characterize the reservoir [14].

As for seismic features, time–frequency decomposition maps a 1D signal of time into a 2D image
of frequency and time, which describes how the frequency content varies with time. Empirical
mode decomposition (EMD), developed by Huang et al. (1998), is a powerful signal frequency–time
analysis technique for nonstationary and nonlinear systems [15]. EMD is intuitive and adaptive,
with basic functions derived fully from the analyzed signal without the need of the base function of
the analyzed signal. EMD decomposes a seismic signal into a sum of intrinsic oscillatory components,
called “intrinsic mode functions” (IMFs). Furthermore, high-resolution time–frequency analysis is
possible by combining EMD with the instantaneous frequency. The resulting time–frequency resolution
promises to be significantly higher than that obtained using traditional time–frequency analysis tools,
such as short-time Fourier and wavelet transforms. The empirical mode decomposition has progressed
from EMD to ensemble empirical mode decomposition (EEMD) [16], bivariate EMD (BEMD) [17],
multivariate EMD (MEMD) [18], and complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive
noise (CEEMDAN) [19]. EMD related methods offer many promising features for analyzing and
processing geophysical data, such as seismic attributes [20], removing cable strum noise [21], attenuate
random and coherent seismic noise [22], and time-frequency (TF) analysis [20].

Different time–frequency components potentially highlight different geologic and stratigraphic
information. When extract key seismic time–frequency features are based on available well logs,
they need rigorous statistical-learning methods to bring out the relationship between them because the
relation between the seismic data and the well logs is mostly field specific and cannot be generalized.
As for integrating the high-information-carrying well logs and the low-information-carrying seismic
attributes, it is firstly necessary to convert the well logs into the time domain by available velocity
profiles from the well-seismic tie [13]. Cross-correlation can be used to measure the similarity between
different time-signal of specific frequency and the synthetic trace by well logs, and time-domain
cross correlation or the cross spectral technique can be employed to reduce the measurement error
of the time differences. The use of waveform cross correlation has a long history of identifying
similar waveforms [23–25]. When waveforms exhibit sufficient similarity, correlation can achieve
subsample precision.

To build the final machine learning model, automatic waveform clustering, such as fuzzy C-means
cluster [26], can be used to take the key seismic time–frequency signal as input and extract the natural
clustering of the underlying seismic facies. Waveform cluster is a pattern recognition technique, which
is often used to analyze seismic waveform [27]. Within a certain interval, the seismic facies variation
gives rise to changes in the amplitude, phase, and frequency of the seismic reflection. Within a certain
time-window, seismic waveforms belonging to one cluster share the same characteristics that are
distinct from those in other clusters [28]. Waveform cluster can help to visualize the variation in
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rock properties and the possible relationships between these depositional facies and their seismic
response [29].

This paper proposes a model combining geological constraints and machine learning to describe
reservoirs. Firstly, the complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise
(CEEMDAN) is used to extract different constant-frequency data volumes. Then, the most sensitive
constant-frequency data to the reservoirs is determined by the seismic synthesis records from well
logs. Finally, the most sensitive constant-frequency data is classified by fuzzy C-means cluster to
characterize the distribution of paleo-channels system reservoirs.

2. Geological Background

One-fourth of the karst area on Earth is distributed in China and one-half of the karst bare area
is in northern China. Tahe Oilfield is the largest Paleozoic marine oilfield in China [2–4], covering
an area of 2400 km2. Tahe Oilfield is located on the southwestern slope of the south-central Akekule
Arch (shown in Figure 1b) in the North Uplift (Shaya Uplift) of the Tarim Basin (shown in Figure 1a).
Hydrocarbon reservoirs have been identified in Triassic, Carboniferous, Devonian, and Ordovician
strata. The Ordovician paleokarst reservoirs account for approximately 73% of total production [30].
From the bottom to the top, the Ordovician strata are divided into Penglaiba Formation, Yingshan
Formation, and Yijianfang group, Querbake Formation, Lianglitage Formation, and Santamu Formation
(shown in Figure 1c).
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Figure 1. Location of the study area and overview map of the Tarim Basin. (a) Tectonic components of
the Tarim Basin, including three uplifts and four depressions with east-west orientations (reference [31]).
Tahe oilfield is located in the Northern Uplift of the Tarim Basin. (b) The study area is in the center
of the Tahe oilfield, which is located in the southwestern part of the Akekule Arch in the Northern
Uplift of the Tarim Basin (reference [31]). (c) Cross Section A-A’, showing the paleokarst system of
the Tahe Oilfield. The main reservoirs are located in the northern part of the Tahe Oilfield in the
Yingshan Formation (O1–2ys), which is at depths exceeding 5500 m (reference [31]). See Figure 1b for
the cross-section location.

Large deep faults and associated folds in Akekule Arch, forming a large karst slope,
have experienced a series of erosion events from Caledonia to the Hercynian period [32]. Due to its
long duration, widespread distribution, and great intensity, the early Hercynian karstification event
was the most significant karstification phase in the formation of the paleokarst systems in the Tahe
oilfield [3]. Groundwater dynamics in karst slopes have vertical infiltration and horizontal movement
and a fracture-cavity system is thus developed. The remaining Ordovician formations are uneven
and the contact relationship is complex. The strata in the northern Tahe Oilfield were denuded and
the Carboniferous Bachu Formation unconformably overlies the Yingshan Formation [33]. These
events identified the morphological diversity of the karst cave system, resulting in large-scale karst
geomorphology and underground ancient caves, all of which represent the type of karst landforms
observed in Guilin today [2].

It is this geological environment that provides a broad reservoir space for the accumulation of
oil and gas, guaranteeing the high and stable production of Tahe Oilfield. Hydrocarbons were first
generated in the Manjiaer depression before migrating through a series of deep-seated faults and
accumulating within large karstic fault systems, which form the current deep fracture-cavity reservoirs
in the north region of the Tarim Basin [33]. The ancient karst reservoir developed near the unconformity
in the Middle and Lower Ordovician strata, with a burial depth exceeding 5500 m [2,3]. The rock
matrix has no reservoir permeability and the accumulation of oil and gas mainly depends on the
development degree of the fracture-cavity system in the strata. Previous studies have shown that
paleokarst reservoirs are usually located less than 150 m below the unconformity [34]. Being the core
of the entire karst system, the karst paleo-channels of multiple scales and different orientations are
intertwined with various sizes of fracture-cavity reservoirs [33]. The fracture-cavity reservoirs are
distributed in a random and scattered manner with great complexity [35] and have an extremely
heterogeneous internal structure and non-uniform lithological properties [36].

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Complete Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition with Adaptive Noise (CEEMDAN)

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) [15] is an adaptive method introduced to analyze non-linear
and non-stationary signals. It consists of a local and fully data-driven separation of a signal in fast and
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slow oscillations. However, EMD experiences some problems, such as the presence of oscillations of
very disparate amplitude in a mode or the presence of very similar oscillations in different modes,
named as “mode mixing”. To overcome these problems, a new method was proposed: Ensemble
Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) [16]. It performs the EMD over an ensemble of the signal
plus Gaussian white noise. The addition of white Gaussian noise solves the mode mixing problem by
populating the whole time-frequency space to take advantage of the dyadic filter bank behavior of the
EMD [3]; however, it creates some new ones. Indeed, the reconstructed signal includes residual noise
and different realizations of signal plus noise may produce different number of modes. Complete
Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition with Adaptive Noise (CEEMDAN), a variation of the EEMD
proposed by Torres et al. [19], can provide an exact reconstruction of the original signal and a better
spectral separation of the modes, with a lower computational cost.

EMD decomposes a signal (t) into a small number of Intrinsic Mode Functions (IMFs). To be
considered as an IMF, a signal must satisfy two conditions: (i) the number of extrema and the number
of zero crossing must be equal or differ at most by one; and (ii) the mean value of the upper and lower
envelope is zero everywhere. EEMD defines the “true” IMF components (here notated as IMF in
what follows) as the mean of the corresponding IMFs obtained via EMD over an ensemble of trials,
generated by adding different realizations of white noise of finite variance to the original signal x[n].
The EEMD algorithm can be described as [16]:

1. generate xi[n] = x[n] + wi[n], (i = 1, . . . , I), where wi[n] are different realizations of white
Gaussian noise,

2. each xi[n], (i = 1, . . . , I) is fully decomposed by EMD, getting their modes IMFi
k[n], where k = 1,

. . . , K indicates the modes,
3. assign IMFk as the k-th mode of x[n], obtained as the average of the corresponding IMFk[n] =

1
I
∑I

i=1 IMFi
k[n].

Observe that in EEMD, each xi[n] is decomposed independently from the other realizations and
so for each one, a residue ri

k[n] = ri
k−1[n] − IMFi

k[n] is obtained.

For EEMDAN, with the decomposition modes being noted as ĨMFk, the unique first residue is:

r1[n] = x[n] − ĨMF1[n] (1)

where ĨMF1[n] is obtained in the same way as in EEMD. Then, compute the first EMD mode over an
ensemble of r1[n] plus different realizations of a given noise, obtaining ĨMF2 by averaging. The next
residue is defined as:

r2[n] = r1[n] − ĨMF2[n] (2)

This procedure continues with the rest of the modes until the stopping criterion is reached. Let us
define the operator E j(•) which, given a signal, produces the j-th mode obtained by EMD. Let wi be
white noise with (0, 1). If x[n] is the targeted data, the CEEMDAN method can be described by the
following algorithm [19]:

1. Decompose by EMD I realizations x[n] + ε0wi[n] to obtain their first modes and compute

ĨMF1[n] =
1
I

∑I

i=1
IMFi

1[n] = IMF1[n] (3)

2. At the first stage (k = 1), calculate the first residue as in

r1[n] = x[n] − ĨMF1[n] (4)
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3. Decompose realizations r1[n] + ε1E1
(
wi[n]

)
, i = 1, . . . , I until their first EMD mode and define

the second mode:
ĨMF2[n] =

1
I

∑I

i=1
E1(r1[n] + ε1E1

(
wi[n]

)
) (5)

4. For k = 2, . . . , K calculate the k-th residue:

rk[n] = r(k−1)[n] − ĨMFk[n] (6)

5. Decompose realizations rk[n] + εkEk
(
wi[n]

)
, i = 1, . . . , I until their first EMD mode and define the

(k + 1)-th mode as

ĨMF(k+1)[n] =
1
I

∑I

i=1
E1(rk[n] + εkEk

(
wi[n]

)
) (7)

6. Go to step 4 for next k.

Steps 4 to 6 are performed until the obtained residue is no longer feasible to be decomposed (the
residue does not have at least two extrema). The final residue Res[n] satisfies:

Res[n] = x[n] −
∑K

k=1
ĨMFk[n] (8)

with K being the total number of modes. Therefore, the given signal x[n] can be expressed as:

x[n] =
∑K

k=1
ĨMFk[n] + Res[n] (9)

Equation (9) makes the proposed decomposition complete and provides an exact reconstruction
of the original data.

Observe that the εi coefficients allow one to select the SNR (Signal Noise Ratio) at each stage.
Concerning the amplitude of the added noise, Wu and Huang suggested to use small amplitude
values for data dominated by high-frequency signals, and vice versa [16]. Following this, in this work,
we used a few hundred realizations and fixed the same SNR for all the stages. This value might depend
on the application.

The local symmetry property of the IMFs ensures that instantaneous frequencies are always
positive, thereby rendering EMD or its variants interesting for time-frequency analysis [15]. Seismic
instantaneous attributes [37] are derived from the seismic trace x(t) and its Hilbert transform y(t) by
computing its analytic signal, given by:

z(t) = x(t) + iy(t) = R(t) exp[iθ(t)] (10)

where R(t) and θ(t) denote the instantaneous amplitude and instantaneous phase, respectively.
Instantaneous amplitude R(t) is the trace envelope, also called reflection strength, defined as

R(t) =
√

x2(t) + y2(t) (11)

Instantaneous frequency f (t) is defined as the first derivative of instantaneous phase θ(t). Thus,

f (t) =
1

2π
dθ(t)

dt
(12)

To prevent ambiguities due to phase unwrapping in Equation (12), the instantaneous frequency
can be calculated instead from

f (t) =
1

2π
x(t)y′(t) − x′(t)y(t)

x2(t) + y2(t)
(13)

where prime denotes derivative with respect to time.
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Equations (11) and (13) can be used to compute instantaneous amplitudes and frequencies for each
IMF. Contrary to classical application of instantaneous attributes to the original signal, this procedure
produces a multitude of instantaneous frequencies at each time sample, namely one for each IMF,
allowing for a more in-depth signal analysis. The result is a time–frequency distribution that is
uniformly sampled in time, but not in frequency, contrary to, for instance, the short-time Fourier
transform. There are as many instantaneous frequencies as IMFs, but most applications produce up to
a dozen IMFs, creating very sparse time–frequency representations.

3.2. Cross-Correlation

The similarity measure used in the time domain is the cross-correlation coefficient (CC) and the
time-domain cross correlation is defined as [23]:

c(τ) = n
∫ +∞

−∞

u1
∗(t)u2(t + τ)dt (14)

n = 1/

(∫ +∞

−∞

u1(t)
2dt

)1/2(∫ +∞

−∞

u2(t)
2dt

)1/2 (15)

where u1(t) and u2(t) are the signals to be measured for similarity, u1
∗(t) is complex conjugate of u1(t).

The τ is the delay between the two signals. Cc = max
{
c(τ)

}
is taken here as the final similarity value.

3.3. Waveform Cluster

The Fuzzy C-means Cluster (FCM) [26] can be used for waveform clustering, discovering the
natural seismic responses of reservoir patterns without any priori information. In most of the classic
cluster algorithms, each object is assigned to only one cluster, such as K-Means and KNN [26].
FCM relaxes the restriction and the object can belong to all the clusters with a certain degree of
membership, which is particularly useful when the boundaries among the clusters are not well
separated and ambiguous. Moreover, the memberships may help us discover more sophisticated
relations between a given object and the disclosed clusters.

FCM attempts to find c fuzzy clusters for a set of data points x j ∈ R
d, j = 1, . . . , N while

minimizing the cost function J(U, M) [26]:

J(U, M) =
∑c

i=1

∑N

j=1

(
µi, j

)m
Di j, (16)

where U =
[
µi, j

]
c×N

is the fuzzy partition matrix and µi, j ∈ [0, 1] is the membership coefficient of the
jth object in the ith cluster; M = [m1, m2, . . . , mc] is the cluster prototype (mean or center) matrix;
m ∈ [1,∞) is the fuzzification parameter and usually is set to 2; Di j = D

(
x j, mi

)
is the distance measure

between x j and mi, for instance, the Euclidean L2 norm distance function. The basic flow of the fuzzy
C-means cluster for the waveform is as follows:

1. Select the time window to extract the waveforms, x j ∈ R
d, j = 1, . . . , N, where x j is the jth

waveform in the time window, d is the time sampling number, and N is the number of waveforms;
2. Select appropriate values of m, c, and a small positive number ε. Initialize the prototype matrix

M randomly and set step variable t = 0.
3. Calculate (at t = 0) or update (at t > 0) the membership matrix U by:

µi j
(t+1) = 1/(

c∑
l=1

(
Dl j/Di j

)1/(1−m)
), f or i = 1, . . . , c and j = 1, . . . , N. (17)
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4. Update the prototype matrix M by:

mi
(t+1) =

 N∑
j=1

(
µi j

(t+1)
)m

x j)/(
N∑

j=1

(
µi j

(t+1)
)m

, f or i = 1, . . . , c. (18)

5. Repeat steps 2–3 until ‖M(t+1)
−M(t)

‖ < ε. The jth waveform is assigned to the lth cluster if µl, j is
the maximum of all µi, j, i = 1, . . . , c.

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Dataset

The study area is located in Block 7 of the Tahe Oilfield, centered on Well T615 (shown in Figure 1).
The 3-D seismic data used is a post-stack dataset with a grid size of 15 × 15 m covering 15.5 km2

(4.5 km long and 4.5 km wide), as shown in Figure 2. Well logging data from eight vertical wells can
provide sufficient information for characterizing reservoirs in the target strata. Our proposed method
supposes to analyze the spatial distribution of the fracture-cavity paleo-channels reservoir.Water 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 19 
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Figure 2. Distribution of the study area along two dimensions, i.e., inlines and xlines, where eight wells
are marked by the dark circles.

One 2-D slice of seismic data from Figure 2 is show as an example in Figure 3, a full-band
seismic profile, within which the target reservoir is between about 3.5 s and 3.7 s in time with strong
heterogeneity. The geomorphological features around the target reservoir show that the reflection of
the paleo-channel has a “pull-down” feature, the channel exhibits lateral strong heterogeneity, and the
reflection characteristics of the “beads” develop longitudinally. Although controlled by the diving
datum and hydrodynamic changes, the paleo-channel morphological structure and scale formed along
the layers and fracture zones are very different, but the common feature is the layered reflection
structure of the cave (shown between the T74 Top and Bottom). All of the seismic profiles that have
been cut vertically along the river direction have the above characteristics. The statistical results
show that the average depth of the paleo-channel is 63 m and the width is between 45 and 500 m.
This indicates that during the development of the paleo-channel system, the hydrodynamic conditions
are strong, resulting in deep undercuts and a large width.
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4.2. Time–Frequency Features

In this section, we compare the EMD and CEEMDAN methods using seismic signal (shown in
Figure 4) to demonstrate the advantages of CEEMD.Water 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 19 
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EMD decomposes the synthetic data into seven IMFs (Figure 5a). The IMFs in Figure 5a show
mode-mixing deficiencies. IMF1 does not solely extract the high-frequency components, as it is polluted
with low-frequency components. Likewise, IMF2 and IMF3 mix low- and high-frequency components
from a variety of signal components. This makes it difficult to recognize the individual contributions
of each component to various IMFs, thereby complicating signal analysis.

The CEEMDAN result using 20% Gaussian white noise and 500 realizations is shown in Figure 5b.
After the CEEMDAN decomposition, each IMF is locally symmetric. The resulting IMF1, IMF2,
and IMF3 are similar to the IMF1 obtained by EMD, but without low-frequency components.
The frequency component of each IMF4-IMF10 is also stable and single. CEEMDAN is less affected
by mode mixing of all EMD variants. For both EMD and CEEMDAN decomposition, the IMFs can
perfectly reproduce the original signal with a reconstruction error of negligible percentage of the
total energy.
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Figure 5. Intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) and residual of empirical mode decomposition (EMD) (a)
and complete ensemble empirical mode decomposition with adaptive noise (CEEMDAN) (b).

We compute the instantaneous frequency of each IMF using Equation (13) and associated
instantaneous amplitude with Equation (11). The resulting time–frequency image is smoothed by a
convolution with a 2D Gaussian-weighted filter of prespecified 30 × 30. We compare the resulting
instantaneous spectrum with EMD (Figure 6a) and CEEMDAN (Figure 6b) for the same seismic trace
signal shown in Figure 4. CEEMDAN analysis, which shows a better compromise between time and
frequency resolution than the EMD as the frequency components, is more dispersed on the time and
frequency axis. The time–frequency image of better resolution is helpful for more accurately locating
spectral anomalies and thus facilitating further interpretation.
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Figure 6. Time-frequency maps by EMD (a) and CEEMDAN (b) of the seismic signal (Figure 4).

Next, we extract the 30, 35, and 40 Hz frequency slices after CEEMDAN and calculate the
instantaneous frequencies (Figure 7) to illustrate that the instantaneous spectrum of different frequencies
show different reservoir information. The instantaneous spectrum shows much sparser outputs and
resolves the spectral characteristics of the various reflections more clearly than the original seismic
data (shown in Figure 3). Single-frequency sections have two main advantages over the full-band data:
(1) The signal-to-noise ratio is significantly improved; (2) The recognition of small-scale caves and
fractures is obviously improved, the energy is more concentrated, and the cave edge is much clearer.

The section with 30 Hz (Figure 7a) mainly reflects large sets of formation information, with relatively
low resolution. The profile with 40 Hz (Figure 7c) seems to have higher resolution, but too many
details of the caves are lost, which is due to the attenuation of high-frequency energy and the reduction
of the signal-to-noise ratio. Profiles between the 30 Hz–40 Hz, such as 35 Hz (Figure 7b), reveals that
the caves (“bead” shape) in the target layer are distinguishable. As a result, we chose 30 Hz–40 Hz to
be the sensitive frequency range for the following analysis.
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Figure 7. Constant-frequency slices, 30-Hz (a), 35-Hz (b), and 40-Hz (c) of the time–frequency map of
the 2D seismic data cross Well T615 (Figure 3). The instantaneous spectrum of different frequencies
shows different reservoir information.
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4.3. Sensitivity of Time–Frequency Features

In the signal preprocessing of applying machine learning on seismic data, the input features
are generally chosen by experience, lacking geological constraints. In terms of priority illumination,
seismic events of the reservoir are preferentially illuminated by certain frequency components [38].
The reliability of the suitable single–frequency data has a complex relationship with the surrounding
environment of the target reservoir, the strength of the reflection events, and the size of the target
reservoir. As for geomorphology, the fracture-caves vary in size, distribute in a random, dispersed, and
discontinuous manner, and intertwine with paleo-channels of different scales and different strikes [36].
Most importantly, the Ordovician carbonate strata are deeply buried, the seismic response of the
unconformity surface is weak and discontinuous, and the main frequency and SNR are relatively
low [2–4].

The distributions of lithological properties in the subsurface are more accurate in borehole locations
due to the direct high-resolution measurements along with the wells. On the other hand, the seismic
attributes are recorded spatially with a low vertical resolution in the time domain. Therefore, it is
imperative to use densely available 3-D seismic attributes along with the existing well logs as a guide
to generate the target lithological properties over the study area [14].

What we tried to investigate here is which of the selected single-frequency data profiles in the
previous part is consistent with the real strata. We selected the logging data (AC, DEN) of eight wells to
synthesize seismic traces by GEOSCOPE software, Beijing RockStar Tech, Inc. (Beijing, China), which
were compared to the single-frequency traces around the wells. Ricker wavelet was selected as the
wavelet with 30 Hz main frequency, which was the main frequency of the seismic data around the well.
For example, synthesize seismic traces around T615 are shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The synthetic seismic trace around well T615 as an example.

By Equation (14), we calculated the maximum of the cross-correlation value between the synthetic
seismic signals and the related 11 single-frequency signals (30 Hz–40 Hz) of the seismic trace surrounding
each well. Through statistics, we found that the frequency with the highest occurrence (six wells of all
eight wells) was 35 Hz.
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4.4. Waveform Cluster

The clusters of seismic facies provide interpreters with meaningful insights into the structure
underlying the seismic data. The natural cluster structure can be related to stratigraphic features or
reservoir properties by extracting information about changes in strata, faults, fluid, fractures, lithology,
and lithofacies. The connectivity and geological similarity of the ancient river channel can help to
understand the trapping of the reservoir.

Before applying the waveform cluster method mentioned in Section 3.3, the prepicked horizons
were used as the geological constraint for selecting the time slice window. We selected the seismic data
slice between the T74 top and T74 bottom shown in Figure 7, which is the location of a fracture-cavity
paleo-channel reservoir. When selecting the suitable number of typical waveforms, prior geological
understanding of the target layer and existing well-logging data should be combined to make the best
decision. In this project, we chose three clusters representing paleo-channel, fractured caves, and the
rock basis, respectively.

The waveform clustering results (Figure 9) show that the karst paleo-channels of multiple scales
and different directions are intertwined with fractured caves of various sizes in the middle-upper
depth of the Ordovician. The distribution of the surface paleokarst drainage system at the top of
the Ordovician is similar to that of modern karst-drainage systems [39]. The red part represents
the main trunk and branches of the ancient karst paleo-river; the blue represents the karst caves
developed along the river; and the white represents the surrounding rock. In the middle north-south
direction, a network-like paleo-channel (shown in red) with good connectivity is developed. The main
paleo-river channel and branch paleo-river channel are clearly distributed. In the middle part of the
study area, a channel, with a length of about 3 km and a width of 100 to 300 m, is developed. In the
other area where channels are not developed, “bead” shaped caves (shown in blue) are scatter-likely
distributed. It can be inferred that the target reservoir has good inner diameter flow conditions with
a continuous distribution of soluble rock masses. The obvious trend of the branch channel in both
Figure 9a and Figure 9b indicates that the “beads” (fractured caves) near the channels or the edge of
the channels may be favorable Carbonate fracture-cavity reservoirs.

Figure 9a,b are results of waveform clustering on two kinds of data, original data, and 35-frequency.
Clustering result for 35 Hz data is significantly better than the full band data:

(1) The connectivity between wells is much better, such as the connection of the six wells between
X871 and X921, which is consistent with the previous study of the karst development [2,3,33,40] and
the actual drilling process. The near-shore karst platform and karst gentle slopes of the ancient channel
are formed by strong hydrodynamic erosion, which is easy to form a pipeline system of “crossing the
mountain”. The pipeline system is less damaged by the filling in the later stage and the formed oil and
gas reservoirs are larger. An increase in connectivity of paleo-channel may indicate a corresponding
increase in reservoir connectivity.

(2) The channels trend portrayed is clearer with fewer messy details. This provides a new
perspective for understanding the crack caves in the Tahe Oilfield. From Figure 9b, the main channel
accounts for the largest part of the total volume of the region, while the blue part, which represents the
caves, accounts for almost all the area in the south-east corner in Figure 9a, which implies that the
full-band data cannot capture the reservoir features very well.

As the frequency of the seismic signal increases, the resolution of the strata it depicts will increase
accordingly. The main frequency of the seismic signal is 25 Hz and, as shown in Figure 7, 30 Hz
(Figure 7a) mainly reflects a large amount of formation information and the resolution is lower, while
40 Hz (Figure 7c) seems to have a higher resolution. But too much cave detail is lost and this is due to
the attenuation of high frequency energy and the reduction of the signal-to-noise ratio. Therefore, we
decided to filter the time–frequency information from 30 Hz to 40 Hz to better match the real formation
response. We calculated the maximum value of the cross-correlation between the synthesized seismic
signal and the 11 single-frequency signals (30 Hz to 40 Hz) associated with the seismic traces around
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each well. Through statistics, we found that the highest frequency (6 of all 8 wells) is 35 Hz. In the end,
the sensitive time–frequency data we chose was 35 Hz.Water 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 19 
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Our selection of reservoir-sensitive single-frequency data may be related to thin-layer tuning
effects. Carbonate fractures usually contain fluids (oil, gas, or water), causing a decrease in seismic
reflection frequency. But sometimes the reflection frequency may increase when the reservoir consists
of a series of small holes and cracks. This is mainly because the scattering or diffracted waves generated
by a series of small cracks and caves are superimposed on each other, causing the main frequency
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to rise. In fact, the amplitude component of a certain frequency associated with a cracked cave is
still weakened [39]. Fractured-cavity reservoirs, on the other hand, are typically relatively thin. It is
known from the tuning characteristics of the thin layer [41] and the characteristics of the low-pass
frequency filtering that the reflection of the fracture-caves not only have strong amplitude, but also the
amplitude corresponding to a certain high-frequency component varies. Therefore, the time–frequency
characteristics corresponding to a specific high frequency can be used to predict carbonate reservoirs.
The sharpness of geological phenomena in different frequency data is significantly different. Thin-layer
tuning effects are not elaborated in detail for the limited length of the article and related articles
include [38,41,42].

In summary, 35 Hz-frequency seismic data show us with a better view of seismic data analysis a
more reliable geological description to understand the history of reservoir formation and development
and more accuracy to predict potential well locations in the area. The reservoir connectivity information
can be mined from logging data and seismic data can provide a new understanding of reservoir
prediction. By using high-resolution time-frequency analysis methods and using available logging
constraints to select input features for machine learning, the effectiveness of machine learning models
to mine geological reservoir information can be greatly improved.

5. Conclusions

The Ordovician carbonate strata in the Tahe oilfield are deeply buried. The irregular geometry,
the associated extreme heterogeneity, combined with the weak quality of the seismic data make it
difficult to accurately predict the distribution of reservoirs using the traditional full-band seismic
data. We combine geological constraints and machine learning to extract the reservoir-sensitive
single-frequency data and characterize the distribution of fracture-cavity paleo-channel reservoirs.
By empirical mode decomposition, the time-frequency features of the seismic data are obtained and
then a sensitive frequency is selected using geological prior constraints, which is finally input to fuzzy
C-means cluster for characterizing reservoir. The method is applied to a work area in Tahe Oilfield.
The results show that the method shows the potential of highlighting subtle geologic structures, which
might be unnoticed by applying machine learning directly to the raw seismic data. This indicates that
the method is promising and can effectively guide oil and gas exploration in Tahe Oilfield and other
similar karstic groundwater and karst hydrogeological.
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